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Abstract: Blockchain and artificial intelligence are the most important keywords in the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. This study sought to apply these core technologies to future validated
algorithms that make real estate transactions secure to come up with an encryption algorithm.
In addition, the real estate transaction is being paid a large fee by the middlemen, the real estate agent.
Furthermore and recently, P2P (peer-to-peer) real estate exchange is used a lot. However, these P2P
real estate exchanges also have problems that have not been identified by each other between landlords
and tenants. In particular, a research model was established to compare and verify the PBFT (practical
Byzantine fault tolerance) algorithm of Hyperledger through the blockchain agreement process.
Subsequently, a process for verifying the real estate contract was established. Through VM (virtual
machine) research methodology for the verification of blockchain real estate contracts, ElGamal
communication was provided to prove quantum cryptography. We also automated lightweight
encryption test verification tools and blockchain smart contract VM (virtual machine) models using
artificial intelligence. Verification was performed through a reservation server and a monitoring
server using a test verification tool for network-based lightweight security IoT (Internet of things)
GW (gateway). It presents important ECP (elastic curve program) and elastic curve Qu-Vanstone
(ECQV) models among the main functions of the blockchain smart contract, and it is equipped with
quantum-based encryption algorithm. In addition, the necessary UML (unified modeling language)
source code and performance data were calculated according to the actual experimental environment,
and the average value for blockchain for administrative or government authorized assets—4000
TPS (transaction per second) were tested. In the future, we want to use this technology for real
estate transactions.

Keywords: real estate; real estate blockchain; real estate transactions; blockchain; blockchain
consensus algorithm; smart contract; ethereum

1. Introduction

Blockchain and artificial intelligence are the most suitable technologies for future real estate
transactions. As such, this study sought to incorporate verification encryption algorithms to make real
estate transactions necessary for future transactions secure. In this study, Blockchain was intended to
be applied as a way of solving problems of real estate transaction services. In the case of previously
applied Blockchain technology, it is characterized by its safety against disclosure, tampering, or false
information, and it is appropriate to apply to an environment that deals with low-frequency data [1–3].
We also found common ground, i.e., the subject is easy to apply when it is able to define a relationship
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between different positions. As such, the real estate transaction market is an environment where in sales
information should be made public, there should be no false information, and infrequent data occur
with an average of millions to tens of millions of occurrences per day globally. In addition, since sales
transactions take place between tenants, renters, and real estate agents, each relationship can be defined,
making it suitable for the application of Blockchain technology [4–7]. Accordingly, in this study, we
proposed a plan to implement a service model that can share information on the sales of the real estate
market with Blockchain and link transactions to form a mutual monitoring system between real estate
properties through which a real estate agent’s malicious registration of false sale is prevented. Moreover,
by preventing the occurrence of false sale due to omission, the market’s credibility is enhanced. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the technology related to this paper particularly
Blockchain smart contract and artificial intelligence deep learning; Section 3 explains the research
plan, presents a methodology for real estate transactions, and proposes the necessary skills such as
credentials, key pairs for credentials, and verifier information; Section 4 describes the application
and operating principles of the proposed method and the virtual machine (VM) certification method
to measure the performance of the real estate contract in terms of how the technology is operated;
Section 5 analyzes the characteristics of Blockchain and describes its strengths and weaknesses and
possibilities; finally, Section 6 aims to present a Blockchain artificial intelligence-based technology
model in conclusion so that real estate transactions can be made and discuss ways to revitalize the
market including the possibility of future development of Blockchain technology.

2. Related Research

Related research has shown that the existing real estate market has been around for a long time all
over the world, and trading is still active today. Nonetheless, all the real estate transactions so far have
been done by middle arbitrators who collect a lot of fees when notarization is skipped. There are many
websites that can do P2P (peer-to-peer) transactions between individuals, but the reality is that they
are legally limited. This is because it would be difficult to conduct real estate transactions securely
without a real estate agent. This study began with the idea that applying smart contracts to real
estate transactions where these problems exist can solve these problems by using artificial intelligence
Blockchain smart contracts in a non-face-to-face manner rather than directly between the parties to the
contract. This study began a few years ago; in this section, we will look at the relevant research. First is
smart contract technology. Smart contracts can completely break away from existing repeater-oriented
transactions. Second is Blockchain agreement technology, which verifies contracts made in this manner.
The similarity is measured using artificial intelligence algorithms prior to an agreement. We will also
look at the future prospects of real estate [8–10].

2.1. Real Estate Market

The real estate market for smart contracts has already been discussed extensively. Nonetheless,
it is true that specifics are lacking as to how to apply and how Blockchain technology is mounted.
The existing system, which normally registers one property, displays all the physical and legal,
especially physical, properties related to this property [11–14]. In smart assets, these attributes can still
be represented on Blockchain tokens. For now, physical characteristics such as address, GPS (global
positioning system) coordinates, land area, building floor area, building year, and legal characteristics
of ownership and utility rights can be recorded on one or a common token. Likewise, whenever a legal
act such as sale or collateral or mortgage occurs, such transactions are stored and tracked in real time
in a block chain token. When an asset is first linked to a Blockchain token, the Blockchain records the
owner of the asset as an “initial” owner. If this asset is sold, the original owner’s transaction output
reads “Consumption (sent)”; at the same time, the transaction output of the new owner is created.
A third party wishing to determine who owns the asset simply needs to look at the transaction history
of the asset. The transaction details go all the way from the original owner to the current owner whose
transaction output has not yet been “consumed”. The current owner’s transaction output is “open”,
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meaning only the current owner is the party who can “consume” his/her ownership through the act of
trading. The current owner is a Blockchain to prove his/her ownership.

The corresponding address of the award can be made public through a private key. If a smart asset
is operated by a public Blockchain, the transaction details of the smart asset can be queried through
the Internet via a program called “Block Explorer”. Since Blockchain’s smart asset management
system does not specify an individual as a natural person but only as a private key, however, the
aforementioned legal problems may arise if a private key is lost or hacked. Real estate as a smart
asset consists of various official documents that must be issued by a registered office, a notary office,
or a county clerk in the United States, or various kinds of documents that must be issued by a court
registration office and a front-line administrative office in the case of Korea.

Official documents can be replaced with digital signatures. This is possible because Blockchain is
a decentralized ledger system, and digital signatures can function as notary documents of real estate
anywhere in the world beyond borders. Therefore, real estate as a smart asset can be traded to anyone
around the world through the certification of networks around the world without the verification of the
authority of governments and courts and registration of new authority. As stated in the tactic, the global
expansion of these trading areas can dramatically overcome the locality that could not be avoided by
the existing real estate market through linkage with the global financial system. Few countries like
Korea have achieved the computer-aided registration of national real estate registration; even the US
and developed countries do not have a nationwide real estate registration network, which requires a
lot of information costs for real estate transactions across the county border. In particular, a real estate
agent as a smart self-employed can have more significance for developing countries where the gap
between the registration system and actual ownership is not resolved in a chronic manner compared
to developed countries, where legal protection for real estate registration is comprehensive (see the
global real estate outlook in Figure 1) [15].
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Real estate is traded worldwide through the new real estate investment trusts (REIT). REIT refers
to a real estate investment company in the form of a corporation that collects funds from a large number
of investors and allocates to investors the profits generated by investing in real estate, development
projects, and securities [16,17]. These real estate transactions are a very necessary part of Blockchain
smart contracts because they are funded by unspecified individuals.

In addition, REITs’ profits worldwide are reaching record highs in 2019. The US’s Nareit FFO
(funds from operations) recorded $16.5 billion, up 13 percent compared to 3 years ago. Various
properties are also flowing into REITs, which are showing stable transportation profit (see Figure 2).
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2.2. Blockchain Smart Contracts for Real Estate

Blockchain-based smart contracts for real estate basically have two databases: a Blockchain
database where all transaction logs are stored, and a smart contract’s status. The smart contract here
is an application that can change its status; the status of the smart contract is a variable used by that
application, and the input value to change it is included in the transaction. Smart contracts have
two interfaces: one for transactions and one for queries. The interface through transactions is stored
in the transaction database and is an approach that changes the status of smart contracts. Queries
are operations that read the status of smart contracts without recording in the transaction database.
Transactions execute write, delete, and modify, and queries only run queries through reads [18–20].

In addition, the types of Blockchain are divided into public, private, and consortium Blockchains
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Type of Blockchain.

Public
Blockchain

Private
Blockchain

Consortium
Blockchain

Management Subject All Participants Managed by central
institution Participants in the Consortium

Network Participating
Condition Non Managed by central

institution
Non or managed by selected

institution

Transaction Speed Slow Quick Quick

Identification Anonymous Identifiable Identifiable

Transaction Proof
Proof of work Algorithm,

Transaction verifier cannot
be known in advance

Transaction
verification is made

by central institution.

Transaction verifier is known
through certification. Transaction

verification and block

Therefore, since smart contracts share all the data with each other, they cannot be manipulated
even if a particular user tries to manipulate the execution results of smart contracts. Blockchain can
also ensure the integrity of smart contracts in a way that guarantees the integrity of all transactions.
It can also reduce the execution costs and the likelihood of disputes in the contract by automatically
implementing the contract if the conditions are met. In the process of programming the everyday
language, however, costs of the contract writing phase may arise, and programming error problems
may occur during this process [21–24]. Blockchain technology is behind Bitcoin development and is a
key part. Blockchain is a ledger-based tamper-proof technology that allows for various use cases in
various applications. It generally represents a database that is maintained and controlled continuously,
taking into account the increasing number of nodes and the set of data samples collected. The main
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elements of a node are the transactions made by the participants and the record blocks of those
transactions. Here, the recorder block checks whether the transaction history is maintained in the
correct order. This does not allow any manipulation of available data. When it is necessary to keep
recorded data sequentially, the need for chain access arises. The transactions thus maintained are
shared with the network of participating nodes. This eliminates the concept of a central server by
identifying each node participating in the transaction sharing process using encryption. This allows
secure authentication [25–30].

2.2.1. Save Records

The seller encodes the details of uploading the product, makes a transaction, and sends it to the
Blockchain. When a product registration transaction occurs, all nodes in the network share a product
registration transaction, create a block, and broadcast the block. Each node that receives the block
adds the block to the end of its own Blockchain and applies the transactions stored in that block to
synchronize its own smart contract database. This process allows all nodes in the Blockchain to share a
smart contract status database.

2.2.2. Product Inquiry

Buyers look up products on the Blockchain network. Writing to smart contracts generates
transactions, but reading values that were already stored does not [31–34]. Query information need
not be synchronized with the Blockchain; it can respond immediately regardless of the timing of the
block synchronization as it only needs to look up the stored state values within the smart contract
database without having to change any data in the Blockchain.

2.2.3. Contract Fulfillment

When a buyer sends a product purchase transaction, the transaction is shared and synchronized
with the Blockchain network. Product buyers are registered in the smart contract database on all nodes,
and money is sent to the sellers. The ownership of the registered content is then transferred to the
buyer (see Figure 3).Electronics 2020, 9, 1052 6 of 26 
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2.3. Deep Belief Network

Verification of ledger data is very important in real estate transactions. An in-depth trust neural
network is used to compare these real estate ledger data. The dep belief network (DBN) is an in-depth
neural network based on algorithm-based, unsupervised learning methods for verification of real estate
ledger and contracts [35–38]. A graph-generated model is used in machine learning, which means an
in-depth neural network consisting of multiple layers of potential variables in deep learning. There is a
link between layers for this ledger data analysis, but none between units within the hierarchy. The deep
belief network can be used for prior learning due to its nature as a generating model; after learning the
initial weight through prior learning, it can be used for unadjusted weights through reverse waves or
other discriminating algorithms. These characteristics are very useful when training data are small, in
which case the impact of the initial weighting on the resulting model is greater [39–42]. The initial
value of the pre-learned weighting is closer to the optimum weighting than the initial value of the
weighting set arbitrarily, which enables the performance and speed improvement of the unadjusted
phase. Each layer of deep trust neural network usually takes the form of a restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM). DBN is taught in a non-instructed manner by layer, where each layer usually takes the form of
an RBM. An explanation on how to train DBN while stacking up RBMs is provided below [43–45].
As an energy-based generation model, RBM is a unidirectional dichotomy graph consisting of visible
units and hidden units. Connection exists only between visible and hidden units. Once the RBM
is trained, other RBMs are stacked on top of it, forming a multi-tier model. Every time an RBM is
stacked, the top layer of an already trained RBM is used as the input of a new RBM. Using this input,
the new RBM is trained, and the process is repeated until as many layers as desired are built. Using
this iterative algorithm, we use only deep trust nerves for future real estate transactions.

2.4. Security and Privacy

A Blockchain is a distributed book in which several entities record and verify transactions together.
In order for the majority to verify the transaction details, the transaction details must be made public
by default. Here, the deal means ’when and how much tokens I sent to whom’. Although where and
who sent them on the block chain are recorded, individuals appear in the form of complex addresses,
not specific. At this level, however, privacy is not completely protected. This is because there are
ways to link addresses to actual individuals by analyzing the disclosed transactions. Recently, even
companies that analyze the details of transactions in the crypto market and identify actual owners
have emerged and provide them to law enforcement agencies or banks. Given this, it seems that the
complex address of the crypto cannot completely conceal its identity. Through the block chain, it is
revealed to everyone when, what, and how much we paid for the purchase. If the identity of the block
chain is revealed, there is a risk that such sensitive personal information will be disclosed. To solve the
privacy problem of smart contracts described above, various projects are creating privacy-preservation
smart contracts. Privacy smart contracts are technologies that guarantees the privacy of smart contracts.
Then, in order to provide privacy to users on the block chain but also to support programming features
that enable smart contracts to operate, the company must develop a Blockchain privacy technology to
meet certain conditions.

3. Neural Algorithm Blockchain Smart Contract for Secure P2P Real Estate Transactions

This study first diagnosed the problems in real estate transactions. As a design model of artificial
intelligence, the Blockchain algorithm was presented to overcome these problems. In addition, this
research was designed for establishing research models and important ledger data image correction and
Blockchain smart contract for block verification [46,47]. The deep belief network algorithm was also
applied for the comparative verification of the director of the required real estate contract. Therefore,
the data consistency was verified by the correction image verification comparison algorithm, and the
research intangible was then established to compare and verify the practical Byzantine fault tolerance
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(PBFT) algorithm of Hyperledger through the Blockchain agreement process. Subsequently, a process
for verifying the real estate contract was established (see Figure 4).
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3.1. VM Study Methodology for Blockchain Real Estate Contract Validation

3.1.1. Study Methodology

The purpose of this study is to use a more secure encryption algorithm to make smart contracts in
Blockchain. These encryption algorithms are implemented based on the ElGamal encryption system.
A useful ElGamal commutation is also provided for the certificate of quantum knowledge. This applies
a short signature using the binding properties of an elliptical curve using BLS (Bone–Lynn–Schacham).
It also uses the technology of a more stable elastic curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) system to apply
certificate-based technology. These smart contours allow uploading a script format created after
encryption to inside the VM, enabling working independently from the programmer. It also implements
encryption library APIs for the verification of real estate contracts so that they can be performed on their
own embedded form so as not to have problems with the dependencies required for implementing
encryption. This study consists of a property-based methodology to validate these real estate contracts
and a holder-hold creating proof that all nodes on the Blockchain have delivered evidence to the issuer,
verifier to validate the evidence and to the issuer. The holder may have a certificate, followed by proof
of the following inputs:

1. Credentials
2. Key pair for credentials
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3. Verifier information
4. Credentials result
5. Verifier information result

The evidence is structured in the form of JSON, and anyone can enter it as shown below to verify
the evidence (see Figure 5).
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3.1.2. Lightweight Secure Password Virtual Machine

VM for smart contracts under Blockchain has a basic four-bit memory manager for lightweight
secure password virtual machines; it should be designed to include basic applications and advanced
scripting languages easily, including terminal (Android, iOS) and Linux as well as library components
for Windows. There is no separate call API (application programming interface), and it should
be provided in a single call format in the form of running and returning scripts; the way the host
program calls them should be configured to be very simple. The ability to copy results within the
memory buffer should be provided for error messages and debugging. The call should proceed
with information in JSON format without running the script. Bindings of various languages are
provided. Both x86 and ARM (advanced RISC machine) architectures should be provided as targets.
JavaScript and Webassembly compilation using LLVM (low level virtual machine)-based emscripten
SDK (software development kit) shall be provided. The dynamic library should be provided in the
Android architecture. The iOS architecture provides a static library.
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3.1.3. Test Verification Tool for Lightweight Security IoT Gateway (GW)

Web services should be provided to create Contracts. Web-style file upload function should be
supported. Asymmetric AES-GCM (advanced encryption standard-galois/counter mode) testing is
possible within a browser.

3.2. Blockchain Smart Contract VM Model

It should run in different execution environments, giving data integrity and consistency in
cryptographic transformation in managing Blockchain. Through the cryptographic transformation,
each transformation must achieve the same result. Therefore, implementation is necessary so that
there is no cryptographic function that produces different results for different platforms and languages.
End-to-end passwords should be enforced in peer-to-peer communications for Blockchain.

The parser should be advanced to interpret and execute complex arithmetic operations of ECP
modules (elliptic curve primitives) securely.

Similarity to the scripting method used by software cryptographers should be maintained.
New encryption models will be implemented in advanced models and supported in template form.
The ElGamal encryption system is implemented, and ElGamal communication, which is useful for
young knowledge proof, is provided. It also applies a short signature using the binding properties of
an elliptical curve using BLS (Bone–Lynn–Schacham). Certificate-based technology should be provided
using the technology of the elliptic curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) system.

It provides the ability to upload the format of a script generated by a cryptographer inside the
VM to perform tasks independently from the programmer, so that systems can be embedded and
lightweight on their own; this way, there is no problem with the cryptographic library API and
the dependencies required to implement encryption. As a step toward upgrading attribute-based
qualification, it consists of issuer, which is used by a number of IoT GWs with lightweight crypto
virtual machines, verifier, and holder, creating evidence that all nodes on the Blockchain have been
delivered to the issuer, including evidence that they have requested a certificate.

3.2.1. Test Verification Tool for Network-Based Lightweight Security IoT GW (Terminal Mounted SW)

It provides web services to create network-based Contracts. It also supports a network-based,
web-based file upload function and enables asymmetric AES-GCM testing within a browser.

3.2.2. Reserved Server (Server-Mounted S/W)

It provides functions for adjusting and controlling the values of sensors such as adjusting the
temperature and humidity according to the schedule functions. It can also be controlled for a certain
period of time, and it has the ability to control when the user is present and not to control when the
user is not present, and vice versa. The alarm function is supported according to the schedule setting.

3.2.3. Monitoring Server (Server-Mounted S/W)

It provides a function that stores the collected sensor data by linking it with GW, a device equipped
with a lightweight rock-protection virtual machine linked to a number of sensor terminals. It monitors
the status of the cryptographic virtual machine and the status of the terminal GW. It also provides a
dashboard that visualizes statistics and status of data linked to a terminal GW (see Figure 6).
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3.3. Blockchain Smart Contract Key Features

3.3.1. Lightweight Secure Password Language Interpreter

The main functions are as follows:

1. Ability to perform elastic curve primitives analysis.
2. New encryption model template functionality.
3. ElGamal commission features.
4. Bone–Lynn–Schacham (BLS) coupling for short signature.
5. Elastic curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) certificate-based technology.
6. Ability to upload script formats inside the VM.
7. Encryption library APIs and crypto implementation non-subjectivity features.
8. Property-based qualification technology.

3.3.2. Lightweight Secure Password Virtual Machine

1. Lightweight memory manager (4-byte default).
2. Single call form function.
3. Copy results within memory buffer.
4. JSON format information call function.
5. Bindings of various languages (minimum of three types or more).
6. Provides deployment of x86 or ARM architecture.
7. JavaScript/Webassembly compilation features.
8. Android/iOS library offerings.

3.3.3. Test Verification for Lightweight Secure IoT GW

1. Web service features to create Contracts.
2. Web-style file upload feature.
3. Asymmetric AES-GCM test function.
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3.3.4. One Lightweight Secure IoT GW SYSTEM

1. Ability to upload and mount lightweight secure virtual machines.
2. Test command tool for testing lightweight secure virtual machines.
3. Secure operation check function in conjunction with various sensors.

3.4. Quantum Cryptography Method

3.4.1. Quantum Proof-Based Algorithm

It uses quantum encryption algorithms, and the circuit you want to create in the quantum
encryption should be arithmetic. Circuit values in finite fields take the elements inside as input values,
and output values are also elements of Blockchain. A circuit consists of a gate and a wire, using two
numbers as input values to add or multiply the numbers and subsequently outputting the results
through the output wire. The wire is responsible for conveying values inside and outside the gate, and
the circuit shall satisfy the following:

1. Each new program requires a new setup, which in turn creates a new key.
2. Memory access or repeat count of repeat statements cannot vary depending on the program’s

input value.
3. Allowing data dependence on memory access requires heavy work, such as verification of the

muffler pass.
4. Supports any program, but the circuit size increases inefficiently relative to the program size.

Existing studies show that as the program grows in size, the number of gates per cycle continues
to increase. In this study, however, the number of gates per cycle should not change.

In the expression above, X(l−1)H, XH(l−1) and X(l−1)W, XW(l−1) mean the height and width,
respectively, of the image printed in the l-1th composite layer. To solve the equation, first, calculate
lX(l),m,n, W(l)k,i,jm, and Xk,m,n(l)/iWk,i,j(l) as follows:

1. ∂X(l)k,m,n∂W(l)k,i,j = ∂∂W (l)k,i,j{W(l)k,i,jf (X(l−1)k,(i+m),(j+n))}
2. ∂X(l)k,m,n∂W(l)k,i,j = f (X(l−1)k,(i+m),(j+n))

3.4.2. Quantum Proof-Based Algorithm

The circuit generator is an encryption algorithm representing the output of the circuit; since C
relies only on the value rather than the program or main input value, when combined with the circuit
verification system, the parameters of the verification system also become universal. In this case, all
programs can be validated in one key generation, and keys that fit a given calculation range can then
be selected. This reduces the cost of generating keys per program. In addition, when a particular
byte code is executed, all nodes in the Ethereum network run the same byte code one by one to
validate the transaction. At this time, if the virtual machine is equipped with a generic computational
verification technology, the virtual machine need not execute transactions; if it performs verification of
the knowledgeable evidence, however, it will know if the transaction is the correct one.

3.4.3. Virtual Machine Calculator

The virtual machine calculator should determine which part of the virtual machine’s execution
process needs to be modified to apply quantum cryptography authentication technology. In order for
transactions to run, these byte codes are decomposed into Opcodes that are stacked and executed one
by one. Gas costs are deducted for virtual machine execution before the Opcode executes.

3.4.4. Quantum Proof-Based Architecture

Quantum-encrypting smart contracts can perform various functions, such as ordinary computers,
through transactions if smart contracts are supported. Anyone can access the transaction once it
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is recorded in the Blockchain. If anonymity is required, the results of the performance should be
communicated only to authorized persons without external exposure. Proof of quantum encryption
can be used for this purpose. In general, quantum cryptographic evidence is bought and applied when
a question is given to verify that the answer to that question is correct.

3.5. Deep Learning Smart Contract

Deep learning Blockchain-based smart contracts basically have two databases: a block chain
database where all transaction logs are stored and a database that stores the state of smart contracts.
In real estate transactions, smart contracts can be called applications that can change their status, and
the status of smart contracts can be called variables used by those applications, and input to change
them is included in transactions. Smart contract reveals two interfaces: one is a transaction, and one is
a query. The interface through transactions is an approach that is stored in the transaction database and
changes the state of smart contracts. A query is an operation that reads the status of a smart contract
without recording in the transaction database. Transactions execute write, delete, and modify, and
queries only execute queries through reads.

For example, ’product trading’ works in a smart contract system as follows:
Blockchain deep learning-based record storage: Real estate sellers code content to upload products,

create transactions, and send them to the block chain. When a product registration transaction occurs,
all nodes in the network share the product registration transaction, create the block, and then broadcast
the block. Each node that receives the block adds the block to the end of its own bloc chain and applies
the transactions stored in that block to synchronize its own smart contract database. This process
allows nodes in all Blockchains to share a smart contract status database.

Inquiry of products based on deep learning of block chain: buyer checks products on the block
chain network. Writing to smart contracts generates transactions, but reading values that have already
been stored does not cause a transaction. Query information does not need to be synchronized to the
block chain and can respond immediately, regardless of the timing of the block sync, because only the
stored state values in the smart contract database need to be viewed without having no need to change
any data in the Blockchain.

Implementing a deep learning-based contract for the block chain: When a real estate buyer sends a
product purchase transaction, he shares the transaction and synchronizes it to the block chain network.
Registers the purchaser of goods in the smart contract database on all nodes and sends money to the
seller. The ownership of the registered property is then transferred to the buyer.

As such, Blockchain deep learning-based smart contracts share all data with each other, so even if a
particular user tries to manipulate the execution results of smart contracts, they cannot be manipulated.
The integrity of smart contracts can also be ensured in such a way that the block chain ensures the
integrity of all transactions. In addition, the execution cost of the contract and the possibility of dispute
can be reduced by automatically implementing the contract if conditions are met. However, the cost of
the contract preparation phase may be incurred in programming the daily language, and there is a
possibility of programming error in this process.

4. Program Class-Diagram and Source Code

4.1. Program Class-Diagram

1. Measure the memory usage of lightweight rock-dissolving virtual machines
2. Establish an environment for monitoring memory usage and measure memory usage
3. Binary size for lightweight rockfish virtual machines
4. Build a build environment, create a binary, and measure its size
5. Speed of blockification of lightweight rockfish virtual machines
6. Establish a debugging environment and measure the speed of cryptography in virtual machines
7. Property-based identity assurance speed
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8. After establishing an environment for issuer, holder, and verifier, the holder is created
9. Request to the issuer and measure the speed of identity assurance up to the stage where the

verifier verifies it

Among class diagrams, RentBlock is sent to a smart contract intelligence agent, with the e-bidder
accepted as filter, parameter sharing, and spatial arrangement (see Figure 7).
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4.2. Program Source Code

Reveals the source code of the rental block chain. It also sharpens the import of smart contract
as real estate and sends style ="transaction" source code. Thus, these smart contract.java codes are
opened (see Figure 8).
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The Transaction.java file gives a smart contract as real estate and stores different variable values.
After that, it is drawn as a random function (see Figure 9).
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Transaction.Java 
import Smart Contract as Real Estate 
import seaborn as transaction 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 
transaction.set(style ="dark") 
rs = np.random.RandomState(46) 
 
# Set up the matplotlib figure 
f, axes = plt.subplots(3, 6, figsize = (4, 3), sharex = True, sharey = True) 
 
# Rotate the starting point around the cubehelix hue circle 
for ax, s in zip(axes.flat, np.linspace(0, 3, 10)): 
 
    # Create a cubehelix colormap to use with kdeplot 
    cmap = sns.cubehelix_palette(start = s, light = 1, as_cmap = True) 
 
    # Generate and plot a random bivariate dataset 
    x, y = rs.randn(2, 50) 
    sns.kdeplot(x, y, cmap = cmap, shade = True, cut = 5, ax = ax) 
    ax.set(xlim = (-3, 3), ylim = (-3, 3)) 
 
f.tight_layout() 

 
 

Figure 9. Cont.
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RentBlock.Java 
package com.rentBlock.blockchain; 
import java.util.List; 
public class Block { 
    private int previousHash; 
    private List<Transaction> transactions; 
    public Block(int previousHash, List<Transaction> transactions) { 
        this.previousHash = previousHash; 
        this.transactions = transactions; 
    } 
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5. Experimental Method

5.1. Performance Measurement Evaluation Items

The experimental method of the first Blockchain smart contract consists of 250 nodes. The storage
of these configured nodes and consensus are used as consensus algorithms. The necessary experimental
methods are set up, and the performance information required for this time is shown.
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1. Measure memory usage of lightweight rock-dissolving virtual machines
2. Establish an environment for monitoring memory usage and measure memory usage
3. Binary size for lightweight rockfish virtual machines
4. Build a build environment, create a binary, and measure its size
5. Speed of blockification of lightweight rockfish virtual machines
6. Establish a debugging environment and measure the speed of cryptography in virtual machines
7. Property-based identity assurance speed
8. After establishing an environment for issuer, holder, and verifier, the holder is created
9. Request to the issuer and measure the speed of identity assurance up to the stage where the

verifier verifies it.

5.2. Performance Measurement Offering

To measure quantitative targets, quantitative experimental data are first discovered through
quantitative target items, preparation for evaluation, evaluation methods, and configuration of test
networks (see Table 2).

Table 2. Performance measurement offering.

Quantitative
Objective Items

Preparing for
Evaluation Evaluation Method Composition of

Test Network

Preprocessing
time

Network configuration
using nodes with four

preprocessing.

Perform pretreatment for a total of
10 times and derive the average.

Blockchain—four
nodes. One load

test node.

Percentage of
real-time

throughput of
preprocessing

code

Network configuration
using nodes with four

preprocessing
capabilities. Network
configuration using

nodes that exclude four
preprocessing functions.

Load zoom (60 min) using uniform
remittance transactions across all nodes.
Average speed is obtained according to
the procedure above. Measure a total of
10 repetitions and derive the average.

Blockchain—eight
nodes. Two load

test nodes

Real-time
transaction

performance

Configure your network
using four nodes.

Load zoom (60 min) using uniform
remittance transactions across all nodes.
Average speed is obtained according to
the procedure above. Measure a total of
10 repetitions and derive the average.

Blockchain—16
nodes. One load

test node

5.3. Performance Measurement Data

The experimental data were verified by calculating the number of smart contract users using
rental Blockchain. For the completeness of functional suitability, the Blockchain system, which is fully
functional, evaluated whether all specified functions and scenarios were implemented and whether the
functions and scenarios implemented in the Blockchain system worked normally for correct function
implementation accuracy. An assessment was done on the algorithms used to search for peers/nodes
that are appropriate for peer/node search algorithms. In order for a node to become part of the
network, it must be connected to another node, but it has been validated against algorithms (such as
near peer-first searches) that search for other nodes/peer within the network without a central server.
An evaluation of whether the gas and gas limits are properly set was carried out for the adequacy of
the gas and gas limit settings. If the transaction was set too low as a user fee paid to the network for
transactions and used as a reward for the nodes that maintain the network, the transaction may not
be processed; if it was too high, the user set out to pay an excessive user fee, and an assessment was
done on whether the policy of keeping and backing up private keys was appropriate in keeping with
the personal key retention/backup policy. In addition, an assessment of the number of transactions
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completed in a given time period, which is the transaction throughput, was performed to experiment on
the Blockchain capacity. Marked as transaction per second per second, the total completed transactions
were divided by the total time required in seconds. The query throughput is an evaluation of the
number of query operations completed during the specified time period. Marked by read per second,
the experiment was conducted by dividing the total lookup operation by the total number of seconds,
and the processing performance scalability considered how to improve processing performance as
well as the resulting tradeoff. It defined methods to improve processing performance, such as block
size, block mining difficulty, gas limit, and transaction size, and tested the impact of each application
on the overall quality.

Here (see Figure 10), when the average of 250 Blockchain smart contract nodes was paid 10 times,
3500 TPS was shown, with the results of experimenting 100 times steadily taking about 4000 TPS (see
Figure 11). This experiment showed stable performance by breaking away from the performance of
the existing Blockchain.
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The experimental data were verified by calculating the number of smart contract users using
rental Blockchain. For the completeness of functional suitability, the Blockchain system, which is fully
functional, evaluated whether all specified functions and scenarios were implemented and whether the
functions and scenarios implemented in the Blockchain system worked normally for correct function
implementation accuracy. An assessment was done on the algorithms used to search for peers/nodes
that are appropriate for peer/node search algorithms. In order for a node to become part.

6. Discussion

6.1. Discussion

This study verified the safest method for real estate transactions using the verification method of
automated artificial intelligence Blockchain. Looking at the world’s trends in real estate transactions,
we could see that there were many more bankruptcy deals going on. Still, it is true that, despite the
heavy price of such real estate transactions, centralized real estate agents wield a lot of influence.
Nonetheless, it is based on artificial intelligence Blockchain with more transparency and stability
while slightly reducing the role of these certified brokers by verifying the research methodology and
preferring trade by automatically lowering central fees. Therefore, the values for credentials, key pair
for credit, and verifier information are obtained. We designed the architecture model lightweight secure
password virtual machine, a test verification tool for lightweight security IoT GW, and developed
a smart country virtual model. Nonetheless, various design models were still presented to apply
artificial intelligence Blockchain. The verification tool for network-based lightweight security IoT GW,
etc., was tested. Despite providing such good performance data and verifiable data, however, the
company still uses low Blockchain automation performance and quantum cryptography to overcome
the problems and introduce a model of smart contract-based real estate Blockchain. This Blockchain
conducted research on safe transactions in the future. In the future, we will apply the Blockchain
for transparent trading of energy by applying it to energy, solar energy, carbon emission rights, etc.
We will also apply the Blockchain smart contract technology for transparent trading of trade products.
There are also many problems in real estate transactions for the vulnerability of cyber physics systems.
The study proposes a system in which computing and the physical world are organically fused through
networking in a real estate transaction network where all real estate information in a cyber-physics
system is connected to each other and exchanged information, and objects are communicated to each
other and controlled automatically and intelligently. It should also be developed in a future-oriented
and developmental form of the existing embedded system. In addition, the real estate transaction
system does not move separately, but studies a system that improves the results by controlling them as
a group. Therefore, we study zero-defect intelligence systems that not only prevent various accidents
in advance, but also ensure high reliability.

6.2. Smart Contract-Based Real Estate Blockchain

Smart contract Sivan real estate transaction Blockchain has established an actual model. This screen
shows the main screen that can be used by sellers and consumers for real estate transactions using
mobiles, the Internet, etc. (see Figure 12).

The next screen is for the seller to upload the real estate with his or her credit information,
etc. for real estate transactions. It can feature video information (see Supplementary Materials),
image information, and text information. It also shows a personalized screen to make the necessary
transactions (see Figure 13).
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There is a significant downside to real estate transactions online, however. When we chat with
each other through a chat program, all of the conversations are saved to Blockchain engines and
Blockchain nodes. The stored Blockchain comes with a “wife’s seal function” (see Figure 14).

The next screen shows an actual smart contract between real estate traders and sellers. These smart
contracts include each other’s personal information and stored initial data through pre-certification.
The data stored on the node is stored in a contract file that shows the initial data values (see Figure 15).
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It also shows a screen that actually deposits down payment to do real estate transactions.
The deposit will be saved to the node of the Blockchain so that neither sellers nor buyers can take it.
This is because it will be remitted to the seller only after a secure transaction (see Figure 16).
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7. Conclusions

Real estate transactions have been on the rise every year, but for hundreds of years, they have
only been done through real estate agents called real estate agents. Recently, an Internet page has
emerged that allows personal transactions. Still, sellers and buyers have no trust in each other, so
they distrust each other and fear transactions. Moreover, skipping notarization takes a lot of fees from
real estate agents. There are many websites that can make P2P transactions between individuals, but
there is a legal limit. This is because it is difficult to make real estate transactions safe without real
estate agents. The study began with the idea that applying smart contracts to real estate transactions
where such problems exist can solve these problems by using artificial intelligence block chain smart
contracts as non-face-to-face rather than face-to-face meetings between contract parties.

The VM research methodology was studied, produced and presented for the verification of the
real estate contract of the block chain. These attestation starts with credentials, key pairs of credentials,
and verification information.

It also means that there is an artificial intelligence block chain in the existing block chain. In addition,
within the methodology, testing and verification tools for lightweight network-based, light-weight
security IOT GW (on-terminal-mounted SW), lightweight security encryption virtual machines and
lightweight security IOT GW (on-server-mounted SW) were designed, including reserved servers
(S/W) and monitoring servers (on-server-mounted S/W).

Smart contract VM model of the block chain: ElGamal Commission encryption algorithm was
also used for Liang secure cryptographic language interpreters. It also used quantum cryptography
algorithms that are needed.

In addition, the required UML source code has been released. The experimental method of the
first block chain smart contract consists of 250 nodes. The storage and consensus of these configured
nodes was used as a consensus algorithm. The necessary testing methods were also set to show the
performance information required for this test.

Finally, 250 block chain nodes were formed. The network structure takes the form of a mesh.
After that, the performance test was conducted 10 to 100 times to show the average value.

About 4000 TPS performance data were presented. Actual design-to-application technologies and
scenarios have been introduced.

In the future, I want to contribute to the use of the safest block chain service in real estate
transactions. Further, instead of eliminating the basic role of a licensed realtor, this paper aims to
cooperate with the artificial intelligence block chain and the authorized relay company and overcome
them using the block chain technology.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-9292/9/6/1052/s1,
Video S1: the seller to upload the real estate with his or her credit information.
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Abbreviations

P2P
APIs
BLS
ECP
ECQV

Peer-to-Peer
Application Programming Interface
Bone–Lynn–Schacham
Elliptic Curve Primitives
Elastic Curve Qu-Vanstone

GW Gateway
IoT Internet of Things
GPS
ARM
LLVM

Global Positioning System
Advanced RISC Machine
Low Level Virtual Machine

PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machine
REITs Real Estate Investment Trusts
SDK Software Development Kit
TPS Transaction Per Second
UML Unified Modeling Language
VM Virtual Machine
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